
Someday I'm gonna get it right my 
(1)____________________
Someday I'm gonna 
(2)____________________ 
(3)____________________ tonight
'Cause i know imma get it right
And i know imma get it right
Someday, one day
Someday, one day

I'm bout to get it, bout to get, get, get it
Can't do it (4)____________________ cause 
i'm (5)____________________, big Willy
I'm bout to (6)____________________ it just 
like DJ spit it
Cause i was (7)____________________, i was 
(8)____________________ to kill it
Get in my dollars, get, get in my dollars
I need it bigger i'm (9)____________________ 
for (10)____________________
I keep on working like i'm 
(11)____________________
Im bout to get it, baby, in shallow

Someday I'm gonna get it right my 
(12)____________________
Someday I'm gonna 
(13)____________________ tonight
'Cause i know imma get it right
And i know imma get it right
Someday, one day
Someday, one day

(14)____________________, just 
(15)____________________
Now (16)____________________...
Drop it

I (17)____________________ from the 
Philippines
In the (18)____________________ with some 
big, big (19)____________________
I left (20)____________________ i knew 
(21)____________________ me
Like my mom and my family

People tell me that i ain't 
(22)____________________
I gotta (23)____________________ in my all 
of them haters
In the minute ya'll go castivate cause
Cause in the minute imma get my paper

Someday I'm gonna get it right my 
(24)____________________
Someday I'm gonna 
(25)____________________ maybe tonight
'Cause i know imma get it right
And i know imma get it right
Someday, one day
Someday, one day

Someday you're (26)____________________ if 
you're really gonna make it
Sometimes you wanna know if there's anyone to 
save ya
I know you came (27)____________________ 
before, like cannot leave the 
(28)____________________
Still got a little chance to turn it all around
Is no your time to come for 
(29)____________________ all you got
Don't stop (30)____________________ for 
(31)____________________ all you got
Got, got, got, got... 
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Comprehension + Discussion

1. What are you about to do later?  

2. Where did you come from to get to class?

3. What is something you can’t figure out?

4. What are some blue collar jobs?

5. Why is it necessary to breath?

6. What does it mean to “stay grounded”?  Who are some 
successful people who have stayed grounded?  Who are 
some that have let success get to their head?

“Don’t hate the player.  Hate the game.”
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